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Cartoon Text: “Almost finished for your debut in the newspaper!” “Would you like to
celebrate with milk and bacon?”
Photo Text: Has a big respect for all animals
Rubric: Satiere (Satire + Tiere = Animals)
Article: I Love Pigs!
Christine Ribic / The new Cartoonist for the Farmer’s Newspaper Talks About
her Career History and her Relationship to Farming Animals.
Author: Adrian Krebs, Chef Editor / BauernZeitung
Berne: The cartoonist Christine Ribic will contribute regularly under the Rubric “Satiere”
for the Farmer’s Newpaper. We have asked her a few questions to mark her artistic
debut with the newpaper.
Ms. Ribic, can you tell us something about your life and how you became a cartoonist?
I am a Canadian Artist living in Berne. As Cartoonist, I entered this field of work when I
was looking for a change in my professional life. The connection to cartoons goes back
to my childhood. And to my fortune, as an adult, the window to be able to draw and
paint was still open to me.

After graduating from Radio and Television Arts at Ryerson University in Toronto, I was
engaged by Theatre Beyond Words - a Canadian touring theatre company. It is a
physical comedy troupe specialising in mask and clown theatre; much like (in
Switzerland known) Mummenschanz masked pantomime play and Gardi Hutter’s clown
theatre. Very much like a live on stage presentation of a “Bugs Bunny” television
animated cartoon. After some time working with this company, I decided to go to Paris
to obtain further education in theatre. It was during this time, I had meet fellow
students from Berne. After our education at the schools of Jacques Lecoq and Philip
Gaulier, we decided to start a theatre company in Berne.
After 6 years of producing theatre in Berne, I decided it was time for a change in
profession. At the beginning of this wish for change, I was not sure what “new” direction
to choose. What was definitely a must was to continue with my creativity. With this in
mind, I then started to draw and paint. What first appeared on paper were cartoon like
figures. (Perhaps this is the link back to my childhood: at around 7 years of age, I use
to trace “Peanuts - Charlie Brown” cartoon books.) I simply practised enough to develop
a level of cartooning in order that I may begin to knock on publisher’s doors - seeking
employment.
Since then, my cartoons appear in the Nebelspalter, newspapers, on postcards,
websites, for birthday presents and newly for the BauernZeitung / Swiss Farmer’s
Newspaper.
Do you have any personal strings with/to farming?
During my High School years, I lived on a farm in the eastern province of New
Brunswick, Canada. Originally a dairy farm, it had become a grain producing farm which
was rented out to a local farmer. So, in this sense, I was only a spectator of the daily
procedures that go on in the fields.
Why do you like to draw farm animals and which is your favourite among these animals?
I love pigs! Pigs are intelligent, very sensitive and already move in a “cartoony” way.
The fondness for pigs (and animals) gives me the joy I need to be playful while drawing
and painting. For sure, farm animals are close to us as they are a part of our culture. I
simply have a great respect for animals of any kind; on land, in water, large and tiny.
By drawing animals, a stage is made for them where they can shine before a public.
Cartoons can be a voice for them in a humourful way.
Do you own an animal yourself?
I have shared a home with dogs, a cat and a bird. I am currently looking to give a home
to a dog. Perhaps one day, I will make space for a piglet!

